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SUMMARY

The open promoter complex (OC) is a central
intermediate during transcription initiation that
contains a DNA bubble. Here, we employ single-
molecule Förster resonance energy transfer experi-
ments and Nano-Positioning System analysis to
determine the three-dimensional architecture of a
minimal OC consisting of promoter DNA, including
a TATA box and an 11-nucleotidemismatched region
around the transcription start site, TATA box-binding
protein (TBP), RNA polymerase (Pol) II, and general
transcription factor (TF)IIB and TFIIF. In this minimal
OC, TATA-DNA and TBP reside above the Pol II cleft
between clamp and protrusion domains. Down-
streamDNA is dynamically loaded into and unloaded
from the Pol II cleft at a timescale of seconds. The
TFIIB core domain is displaced from the Pol II wall,
where it is located in the closed promoter complex.
These results reveal large overall structural changes
during the initiation-elongation transition, which are
apparently accommodated by the intrinsic flexibility
of TFIIB.

INTRODUCTION

Transcription initiation at eukaryotic protein-coding gene

promoters requires assembly of RNA polymerase (Pol) II with

the general transcription factors (TFs) IIB, -D, -E, -F, and -H

into the closed promoter complex (CC) (Boeger et al., 2005;

Hahn, 2004; Roeder, 1996). Pol II, TFIIB, TFIIF, and the TFIID

subunit TATA box-binding protein (TBP) suffice to form a mini-

mal CC (Killeen et al., 1992). After CC formation, the DNA

surrounding the transcription start site (TSS) is melted and in-

serted into the active center cleft of the polymerase. The result-

ing open promoter complex (OC) enables RNA synthesis, which

triggers release of the general TFs and conversion of the OC to

a stable elongation complex (EC). Formation of the CC and its

transition to the OC and EC all require TFIIB. TFIIB binds the
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Pol II dock domain with its N-terminal zinc-ribbon (B-ribbon)

domain (Bushnell et al., 2004; Chen and Hahn, 2003) and binds

TBP, promoter DNA, and the Pol II wall with its C-terminal

(B-core) domain, which comprises two cyclin folds (Nikolov

et al., 1995). The region connecting the B-ribbon with the

B-core forms two elements, the B-linker and B-reader, which

apparently are involved in DNA opening (Kostrewa et al., 2009)

and TSS selection (Cho and Buratowski, 1999; Pardee et al.,

1998; Ranish et al., 1999), respectively. TFIIB is displaced

upon EC formation (Pal et al., 2005).

Previous structural studies have elucidated transcription initi-

ation and elongation. The crystal structures of Pol II and the EC

are known (Armache et al., 2005; Cramer et al., 2001; Gnatt et al.,

2001; Kettenberger et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2006). The architec-

ture of the CCwas derived by locating general TFs and promoter

DNA on Pol II with the use of biochemical crosslinking (Chen and

Hahn, 2003, 2004; Chen et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2010; Kim et al.,

2000; Miller and Hahn, 2006). The crystal structure of the

Pol II-TFIIB complex is known and led to models of the CC

(Kostrewa et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2010). Models of the OC were

also proposed based on the Pol II-TFIIB structure and known

biochemical data but the structure of the OC remains unknown.

The OC likely contains flexible regions because it could not be

trapped crystallographically and also because conversion from

the CC to the EC requires large conformational changes in

DNA and general TFs.

To structurally analyze flexible Pol II complexes that are not

amenable to X-ray analysis, we developed the use of single-

molecule Förster resonance energy transfer (smFRET). smFRET

allows the structural analysis of flexible complexes and observa-

tion of conformational changes because it can be used to obtain

distance information between a single pair of dye molecules

attached to the complex in real-time (Ha et al., 1996; Joo et al.,

2008). By trilateration of several FRET-derived distances, a

region of unknown position can be locatedwith respect to known

positions within a complex (Andrecka et al., 2008; Knight et al.,

2005; Margittai et al., 2003; Mekler et al., 2002; Rasnik et al.,

2004;Wozniak et al., 2008). However, experimental uncertainties

affect the most likely positions and must be accounted for

by computing a three-dimensional probability density func-

tion (PDF) for each position. Our recently developed Nano-

Positioning System (NPS) computes such PDFs using X-ray
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structures, smFRET data, and Bayesian parameter estimation

(Muschielok et al., 2008). NPS analysis of yeast Pol II ECs

revealed the position of the 50-end of exiting RNA (Andrecka

et al., 2008), the influence of TFIIB on RNA position (Muschielok

et al., 2008), and the course of nontemplate and upstream DNA

(Andrecka et al., 2009). NPS was recently extended to include

a global data analysis, which improves localization accuracy

(global NPS) (Muschielok and Michaelis, 2011). Further, NPS

docking was developed, which allows for the docking of macro-

molecules with known structure.

Here, we used smFRET, global NPS analysis, and NPS

docking to determine the molecular architecture of a minimal

OC consisting of Pol II, promoter DNA, TBP, TFIIB, and TFIIF.

We measured smFRET efficiencies between ‘‘antenna’’ dye

molecules (antennas) attached to the upstream nontemplate

DNA, the TATA box, TBP, and TFIIB, and several ‘‘satellite’’

dye molecules (satellites) attached to positions on the tem-

plate DNA and Pol II that are known from crystallographic struc-

tures. The data allowed us to build a model of the minimal OC,

which provides insights into the mechanism of transcription

initiation.

RESULTS

Assembly of OCs with Labeled DNA and Factors
We assembled minimal OCs sufficient for promoter-dependent

transcription in vitro (Pan and Greenblatt, 1994), composed of

purified endogenous yeast Pol II-TFIIF complex, recombinant

TBP, and recombinant TFIIB on a synthetic DNA scaffold with

a mismatched region that mimicked the transcription bubble

(see Experimental Procedures). The scaffold resembled in

sequence the one used for X-ray structure determination of the

complete Pol II EC (Kettenberger et al., 2004) but contained

a TATA box 30 nt upstream of the TSS and an 11 nt mismatched

region around the TSS from register �9 to +2, where +1 is the

TSS and negative and positive numbers denote upstream and

downstream positions, respectively (Figure 1A). In the scaffold,

the point of strand separation is located 20 bp downstream of

TATA, which corresponds to the distance where DNA opening

commences in yeast and human (Giardina and Lis, 1993;

Wang et al., 1992).

We attached satellites to one of three positions on the down-

stream template DNA (T-DNA[+3], [+7] or [+12]) or to one position

on the upstream template DNA (T-DNA[�10]), or to residue C150

of a single-cysteine mutant of the Pol II subunit Rpb7 (Experi-

mental Procedures and Figure S1 available online). We placed

antennas on three different elements of the OC, namely the

TBP-TATA DNA complex, upstream DNA, and TFIIB (Figures

1A and 1B). TBP-TATA was labeled on one of two positions on

the TATA box (NT-DNA[�30] or [�23]) or on residue C128 of

TBP (TBP-C128). The upstream DNA contained one antenna at

position �18 of the nontemplate DNA (NT-DNA[�18]). TFIIB

was labeled with a Sfp phosphopantetheinyl transferase-

catalyzed strategy (Yin et al., 2006) that required insertion of an

11-amino acid ybbR-tag into an unstructured region of the

protein. We introduced labels adjacent to the N-terminus of

TFIIB cyclin 1 (TFIIB-[122]ybbR) and in the TFIIB C-terminal tail

(TFIIB-[C-term]ybbR).
We verified that introduction of a ybbR-tag into TFIIB did not

impair transcriptional activity by performing an in vitro transcrip-

tion assay using nuclear extract from a temperature-sensitive

yeast strain carrying a point mutation in the TFIIB gene (Ranish

et al., 1999) (Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Such

extracts do not support transcription, but promoter-dependent

transcription was recovered when recombinant wild-type TFIIB

or one of the two TFIIB-ybbR mutants were supplied (Fig-

ure S2A). We used an electrophoretic mobility shift assay to

demonstrate that fluorescently labeled DNA and proteins

assembled into stable OCs (Figures S2B and S2C).

Downstream DNA Occupies the Cleft
Assembled OCs were purified by size-exclusion chromatog-

raphy, attached to the surface of microfluidic chambers, and

investigated by smFRET using total internal reflection fluores-

cence microscopy (Experimental Procedures and Supplemental

Experimental Procedures). The location of the satellites on the

downstream template DNA and the template strand in the

bubble was assumed to resemble that in the EC (Kettenberger

et al., 2004), consistent with mutagenesis data (Kostrewa

et al., 2009) and with a crystal structure of Pol II in complex

with free DNA (Cheung et al., 2011). To test this, we measured

smFRET between satellites on the template DNA (T-DNA[�10],

[+3] or [+7]) as donors and satellite Rpb7-C150 as acceptor for

both OC and EC (Figure 2 and Tables S1 and S2). For the EC,

all three measurements resulted in smFRET efficiency histo-

grams showing a single peak. For the OC, the FRET efficiency

histogram for the measurement between upstream satellite

T-DNA(�10) and Rpb7-C150 resembles the corresponding

histogram for the EC, indicating that the position of the upstream

template strand in the bubble is not altered. smFRET measure-

ments for the two downstream template DNA satellites

T-DNA(+3) and T-DNA(+7) in the OC resulted in bimodal FRET

efficiency distributions with two distinct, comparatively narrow

peaks that can be fitted with two Gaussian distributions,

comprising 70% and 30% of the data. The main peak of the

distributions resembles the single peak of the EC, indicating

that in the major population of OCs the downstream DNA adopts

a location in the polymerase cleft similar to that in the EC.

Dynamic DNA loading into the Cleft
In the above experiments, a subpopulation of OCs with a high

FRET efficiency was also observed, indicating an alternative

location of the downstream DNA. Similar observations were

made in smFRET measurements from satellites to the antennas

positioned on the upstream DNA (NT-DNA[�18], [�23], or [�30]

Figures 3 and S3). For all downstream satellites (Figures 3D, 3E,

and 3F), two Gaussians are necessary to describe the data. The

side peaks corresponding to a subpopulation of OCs of about

30% are located at higher FRET efficiencies, indicating that the

alternative location of downstream DNA is closer to Rpb7 and

upstream DNA. Side populations were also observed in mea-

surements between downstream satellites and antennas on

TBP or TFIIB (e.g., Figure S5D); however, these data were not

included in the following NPS analysis due to comparatively

poor statistics. Global NPS analysis (see Experimental Proce-

dures and Supplemental Experimental Procedures) using all
Molecular Cell 46, 136–146, April 27, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 137



Figure 1. Experimental Design of a Minimal OC for Global NPS Analysis

(A) Cartoon illustrating nucleic acid scaffold and label positions. OCs were formed using artificially mismatched DNA scaffolds (T-DNA, blue; NT-DNA, cyan)

containing a TATA box and an upstream TFIIB recognition element (usBRE). Bases whose positions can be inferred from the Pol II EC structure (Kettenberger

et al., 2004) (pdb ID: 1Y1W) are shown as solid circles, whereas bases unresolved in the crystal structure are shown as open circles. Proteins constituting the

minimal OC are shown schematically.

(B) Antenna position priors within their respective reference frame for TBP-TATA (pdb ID: 1VOLwithout TFIIB) (Nikolov et al., 1995) and the upstreamDNA (pdb ID:

1BNA) (Drew et al., 1981). For illustration purposes of the antennas on TFIIB, the ybbR-tag (red) as well as the C-terminal tail of TFIIB with unknown structure

(dashed line) were modeled in an arbitrary conformation into the TFIIB structure (Kostrewa et al., 2009) (pdb ID: 3K1F) using coot (Emsley et al., 2010). The dyes

were attached via a linker to the second residue of the respective ybbR-tag and themodeled accessible volume of each dye given themodeled conformation of the

C-terminal tail of TFIIB is presented as a meshed density. Images were prepared using Chimera (Pettersen et al., 2004). See Figure S1 for satellite position priors.

(C) Schematic representation of FRET network for NPS docking analysis of the OC. All satellites and antennas are shown in their respective reference frame

together with the attached dye molecules. FRET efficiencies (n = 37) were measured between pairs of satellite and antenna dyes (dotted black lines) and in

between satellites or antennas, respectively (dashed gray lines). The location and orientation of TBP-TATA and of antennas NT-DNA(�18), TFIIB-(122)ybbR and

(C-term)ybbR (gray-hued) relative to the Pol II coordinate system (dark-hued) were to be determined by global NPS analysis (Muschielok and Michaelis, 2011).
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side peaks in measurements between positions on the down-

stream DNA and on the upstream DNA or TATA DNA revealed

that the alternative location of downstream DNA is on top of

the cleft between the Pol II clamp and lobe that flank opposite

sides of the cleft (Figure 4A).

smFRET time traces show a dynamic transition between the

two downstream DNA locations in and above the cleft at

a timescale of seconds (Figures 4B and 4C). For quantification

of the data, we performed hidden Markov modeling (HMM)

(Experimental Procedures). Due to the presence of two peaks

in the FRET histograms, a two-state hidden Markov process

was assumed. Analysis of 88 time traces undergoing 240 transi-

tions resulted in a transition density plot (TDP, Figure 4D) that

shows two distinct transitions from an initial FRET efficiency of

around 80% to a final FRET efficiency of around 30% and vice
138 Molecular Cell 46, 136–146, April 27, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.
versa. From the TDP, cumulative distributions for the dwell times

of both transitions were extracted and fitted bymonoexponential

decays, which yielded the rates kout = (0.8 ± 0.1) s�1 and kin =

(1.5 ± 0.4) s�1, respectively. The ratio of the rates of movement

in and out of the cleft is in good agreement with the respective

FRET efficiency histogram (Figure S3K and Table S1), which

shows a fraction of � 30% of all OCs in the high-FRET state

with the downstream DNA above the cleft and a fraction of

� 70% in the low-FRET state with the downstream DNA local-

ized in the cleft.

TBP and TATA DNA Reside Above the Cleft
To determine the positions of upstream DNA, TBP, and TFIIB

within the OC, we measured smFRET for all combinations of

satellite and antenna pairs and for several combinations of two



Figure 2. Localization of Satellites within OC

(A) Cartoon indicating the label positions and smFRET measurements for

experiments designed to test whether the EC structure is a good model for the

OC with respect to the position of the downstream template DNA and the

template strand in the bubble. Measurements from satellite Rpb7-C150-

Alexa647 to satellites T-DNA(�10)-Tamra (red arrow), T-DNA(+3)-Tamra (blue

arrow) or T-DNA(+7)-Tamra (pink arrow) were performed in an OC as well as in

an EC.

(B–D) Comparison of framewise smFRET histograms from OC measurements

(color of histogram matching color of arrow in [A]) and EC measurements

(gray histograms). Minor subpopulations are found for the downstream DNA

satellites T-DNA(+3) and (+7) at substantially higher FRET efficiencies, which

arise from an alternate conformation of the downstream DNA with a shorter

distance to Rpb7-C150 (dotted gray lines in [A]).

Figure 3. Downstream DNA in OC Adopts Two Different
Conformations

(A) Cartoon illustrating an exemplary set of smFRET measurements from all

satellites to an upstream DNA antenna position, namely the data for NPS

localization of antenna NT-DNA(�23). The measurements are indicated by

double-headed arrows in the same color as the respective FRET efficiency

histogram in (B–F) (orange for satellite Rpb7-C150, red for T-DNA[�10], blue

for T-DNA[+3], pink for T-DNA[+7], and green for T-DNA[+12]). An OC is

presented schematically and the alternate conformation of the downstream

DNA is sketched with dotted gray lines.

(B and C) smFRET measurements for the satellite positions on the upstream

DNA resulted in FRET efficiency histograms, which were fitted with single

Gaussians (gray).

(D–F) FRET efficiency histograms for measurements to the satellite positions

on the downstream DNA were fitted with two Gaussians. (gray: individual fit,

dark cyan: combined fits).
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satellites or two antennas, yielding a total of 37 measurements

(Figures 1C, S3, S4, and S5). We also measured fluorescence

anisotropies of the donor and acceptor dyes for all attachment

sites and experimentally determined the isotropic Förster dis-

tance for each acceptor and donor dye pair (Table S1). To apply

NPS docking (Muschielok and Michaelis, 2011), we defined two

rigidmacromolecular structures as reference frames that were to

be localized and oriented relative to Pol II (see Experimental

Procedures and Supplemental Experimental Procedures). The

TATA-TBP reference frame contained antennas NT-DNA(�23),

NT-DNA(�30), and TBP-C128, whereas the upstreamDNA refer-

ence frame contained antenna NT-DNA(�18). Because the

structure of TFIIB in the OC is unknown, the antennas on TFIIB

were treated as independent dye molecules without the assign-

ment to a reference frame.

In the global NPS docking analysis, the complete data set con-

sisting of mean FRET efficiencies, anisotropies, and isotropic

Förster distances was used to simultaneously infer positions

and orientations of all antennas and the corresponding reference

frames within the Pol II coordinate system. As a result of

Bayesian parameter estimation, we obtained the three-dimen-

sional probability density of each antenna and of any desired

position within the docked reference frames (Figure 5A). Com-

parison with the CC model derived from crosslinking data

(Chen and Hahn, 2004; Chen et al., 2007; Miller and Hahn,

2006) or modeling based on X-ray crystallography (Kostrewa
et al., 2009) reveals significant structural differences. Whereas

TATA-DNA and TBP are located over the wall at the end of the

cleft in the CC, the densities for TATA box positions are localized

above the cleft between the clamp and protrusion in the OC

(Figure 5A). The density of NT-DNA(�18) indicates a shift of

upstream DNA into the upper cleft toward the rudder, and the

density for the antenna on TBP is localized above the clamp

coiled-coil.

Upstream DNA Is Stabilized by Initiation Factors
To investigate whether the observed location of the TBP-TATA

DNA complex and upstream DNA results from the presence of

general TFs, we compared smFRET data from the antenna

NT-DNA(�30) on the TATA box to the satellite T-DNA(+7) ob-

tained in an OC, a Pol II-DNA scaffold complex lacking factors,

and an EC without factors but comprising a 17 nt RNA
Molecular Cell 46, 136–146, April 27, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 139



Figure 4. Downstream DNA Switches Dynamically

between Positions Inside and Outside of the Cleft

(A) Global NPS localizes downstream DNA in an alternate

conformation outside of the cleft. The position probability

densities resulting from the global NPS analysis of the

downstream DNA antennas T-DNA(+3) (dark cyan),

T-DNA(+7) (dark purple), and T-DNA(+12) (orchid) are

shown as meshed credible volumes contoured at 68%

probability relative to the Pol II EC (Kettenberger et al.,

2004). The conformation of the DNA in the EC (without

RNA) is shown in gray. One possible position of the

downstream DNA in the alternate conformation (non-

template DNA, cyan; template DNA, blue) was modeled

using Chimera (Pettersen et al., 2004). Thereby, the

downstream duplex DNA (register [+3]–[+15]) was moved

together with the simulated accessible volumes of the

antenna dyes (solid, same color coding as for NPS den-

sities) upwards in the cleft to match the NPS densities. To

adopt the alternate conformation, the downstream DNA

moves above the cleft between the Pol II clamp and lobe.

During this process, part of the single-stranded template

DNA upstream of T(+3) is likely to move as well (black

dashed line). In the side view, Pol II Rpb9 and a major part

of Rpb2 are omitted to better visualize the path of the DNA.

(B) Cartoon illustrating the two conformations of the

downstream DNA that show dynamic inter-conversion.

kin is the rate for the DNA being loaded into the EC

conformation (low FRET state) and kout is the rate for the

movement out of that conformation into the alternate

conformation (high FRET state).

(C) Example of directly observed dynamic transitions

between low- and high-FRET state. Time trace of fluores-

cence intensities (dashed lines, raw data, and solid lines,

5 point moving average) for donor NT-DNA(�30)-Tamra

(green) and acceptor T-DNA(+3)-Alexa 647 (red) are shown

together with the computed FRET efficiency (blue).

(D) Transition density plot (TDP) for FRET efficiency tran-

sitions from the initial FRET efficiency Einitial to the final

FRET efficiency Efinal resulting from HMM analysis of

a total of 88 traces showing 240 transitions of OCs labeled

with Tamra at NT-DNA(�30) and with Alexa 647 at

T-DNA(+3). HMM analysis of dynamic traces measured

for OCs with NT-DNA(�30)-Tamra and T-DNA(+7)-Alexa

647 yielded similar results for the kinetics of the down-

stream DNA (data not shown).

(E) Cumulative distributions showing the number of tran-

sition events with a dwell time longer than a given time for

the transition from low to high FRET (DNA unloading, orange circles) and for the transition from high- to low-FRET (DNA loading into cleft, blue squares) using the

HMM results shown in (D). The solid lines represent the corresponding monoexponential decay fit, from which the kinetic rates kout = (0.8 ± 0.1) s-1 and kin =

(1.5 ± 0.4) s-1 were extracted, respectively.
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(Figure S6). The recorded histograms for EC and the Pol II-DNA

complex were very different from the bimodal OC histogram.

Both histograms covered a wide range of FRET efficiencies,

from 10% to 80%, with the maximum at around 15% FRET.

Thus, the examined OC is distinct from the EC regarding the

location of upstream DNA, and initiation factors stabilize the

new upstream DNA location. The presence of a side peak in

the OC histogram is consistent with the presence of the above

mentioned side peaks in measurements between downstream

DNA and Rpb7 and results from dynamic loading/unloading of

downstream DNA. These results show that the relocation of

the upstream promoter assembly from the top of the wall to

a defined position above the cleft is a consequence of the pres-

ence of the initiation factors in the OC.
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Model of the OC
To build a model of the OC structure, we started from the CC

model (Kostrewa et al., 2009) and used the probability densities

of the antenna dye attachment points on the TATA box, TBP, and

the upstream DNA, together with structural considerations (Fig-

ure 5B). Promoter DNA upstream of register �10, including

TATA box and TBP, was moved as a rigid body such that

the antenna attachment points on TBP, the TATA box, and

NT-DNA(�18) were situated in their respective densities, and

such that the connection of downstream DNA with the upstream

template strand at �10, the last ordered nucleotide in the Pol II

EC structure, was maintained (arrows in Figure 5A). This resulted

in a clash of the upstream DNA bps (�12) – (�16) with the

B-linker. We assumed that the B-linker was released from the
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clamp coiled-coil in the OC, and removed it from the model. To

avoid minor clashes of the nontemplate DNA nt �11 and

�10 with the Pol II rudder and fork loop 1, we extended the

melted region by two bases upstream. In the resulting model,

re-annealing of upstream DNA strands occurs at register �12,

and the backbone of nontemplate DNA at this register resides

close to Rpb1 residues 313-316 in the rudder and the conserved

Lys471 in Rpb2 fork loop 1. The upstreamDNA duplex exits from

the Pol II cleft between clamp and protrusion, generally as in the

complete EC (Andrecka et al., 2009).

B-Core Is Displaced from the Wall
Because the position of both the TATA box and TBP change

during the transition from CC to OC, we determined whether

the position of the B-core, which mediates the attachment of

TATA/TBP to the Pol II wall in the CC, changes as well. Figure 6

shows the NPS results for the antennas on TFIIB within the

Pol II coordinate system, together with the model of upstream

promoter DNA and TBP in the OC and the B-core in the CC

model. The density for antenna TFIIB-(C-term)ybbR is located

above the cleft adjacent to the TATA box and TBP on the side

facing the downstream DNA. The antenna at the N-terminus of

cyclin 1, TFIIB-(122)ybbR, is situated on the same DNA side

but shifted toward the downstream DNA and Pol II clamp. The

NPS densities show no overlap with the modeled accessible

volume of the antennas in the CCmodel (Figure 6) and, therefore,

are inconsistent with the position of the B-core in the CC as

revealed by crosslinking (Chen and Hahn, 2004). Hence, the

B-core is displaced from thewall in the OCbut likely still interacts

with DNA and TBP. To rule out that the difference in the B-core

position arises from differences in measurement conditions of

smFRET compared to X-ray crystallographic or crosslinking

experiments, we measured smFRET between Rpb7-C150 and

TFIIB-(122)ybbR within Pol II-TFIIB complexes (Figure S7).

Comparison of the resulting distance with the corresponding

distance in the Pol II-TFIIB crystal structure showed that the

Pol II-TFIIB complex captures the same structure under both

measurement conditions.

DISCUSSION

Here, we determined the three-dimensional architecture of

the dynamic Pol II minimal open promoter complex, a key in-

termediate in transcription initiation, by smFRET analysis and

modeling based on X-ray crystallographic information. In the

resulting OC model, upstream promoter DNA and TBP are

located above the cleft; in the CC model, they are located over

the wall at the end of the cleft (Figure 7). In contrast to a prior

assumption (Kostrewa et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2010), the TATA-

TBP assembly is apparently released from the Pol II wall during

the closed-open transition. Such a rearrangement explains the

difference in electrophoretic mobility of the CC and OC (Bura-

towski et al., 1989; Wang et al., 1992).

Although the positions of upstream DNA and TBP are defined

in the minimal OC, the position of downstream DNA switches

between the cleft location, which is observed in the EC, and an

intermediary state located above the cleft. The kinetic rates for

this DNA loading/unloading process are fairly slow, on the order
of a second, therefore presenting a major kinetic trap in the

assembly process. Similar rates for DNA opening and closing

were reported recently for the mitochondrial RNA polymerase

of yeast Rpo41 and its transcription factor Mtf1 (Kim et al.,

2012). The rate of DNA loading into the cleft might be biased

by the mismatch present in the DNA scaffold and is likely to

change when a fully complementary DNA is used. However,

the observation that melted DNA leaves the cleft cannot be influ-

enced by the mismatches because DNA at this point is, by defi-

nition, melted. Moreover, transcription factors not included in the

minimal OC, such as TFIIE, -H, -D, or mediator, are likely to influ-

ence the observed dynamics of the downstream DNA, thereby

regulating the stability and activity of the OC. We assume that

additional factors shift the equilibrium between different interme-

diate states during the transition from CC to EC by stabilizing or

destabilizing successive states. It is important to note that the

observed dynamics of downstream DNA are conceivable even

in the presence of additional initiation factors.

Our results have implications for the mechanism of DNA

melting. Torsional stress on the DNA duplex is released during

DNA melting (Strick et al., 1998), possibly involving an approxi-

mate 45� counter-clockwise rotation of the upstream DNA-TBP

assembly around the TBP C2-axis, as suggested by our

modeling. In vivo, DNA melting around the transcription start

site is assisted by TFIIH, which has helicase activity and hydro-

lyzes ATP. Crosslinking studies revealed that TFIIH interacts

with DNA exclusively downstream of the TSS, apparently acting

as a molecular wrench that rotates downstream DNA relative to

a fixed upstream promoter assembly, thereby generating torque

and melting the intervening DNA (Kim et al., 2000) (Figure 7). Our

results suggest that this torque, exerted by TFIIH, not only melts

the DNA but also leads to a release of the upstream promoter

assembly from the Pol II wall.

Our results converge with published data on a better under-

standing of the OC-EC transition (Figure 7). First, the course of

upstream duplex DNA emanating from Pol II is similar in the

OC and EC (Andrecka et al., 2009), requiring hardly any change

in upstream DNA location during the OC-EC transition (Figure 7).

Whereas upstream DNA is fixed in the OC, presumably due to

stabilization by initiation factors, it is mobile in the EC (Andrecka

et al., 2009). Second, the close proximity of the junction between

upstream DNA and the transcription bubble to the rudder (Fig-

ure 5C) is consistent with the essential function of the rudder

during OC formation by archaeal and bacterial RNA polymerases

in vitro (Kuznedelov et al., 2002; Naji et al., 2008). Third, the

upstream edge of the transcription bubble may be maintained

by TFIIE, which is positioned on the clamp (Chen et al., 2007;

Grohmann et al., 2011). At last, during the OC-EC transition,

TFIIE is likely displaced by Spt4/5, which binds the clamp

coiled-coil in the EC (Grohmann et al., 2011; Klein et al., 2011;

Martinez-Rucobo et al., 2011).

Finally, our results suggest that B-core and B-linker may be

displaced from the Pol II surface in the OC, indicating a stepwise

release of TFIIB during the initiation-elongation transition. TFIIB

remains associated with the complex, apparently via interac-

tions of its B-ribbon and B-reader with Pol II, and aided by stabi-

lizing interactions with TFIIF (�Cabart et al., 2011). Although the

many flexible connections within TFIIB prevented us from
Molecular Cell 46, 136–146, April 27, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 141



Figure 5. NPS Results for Upstream Promoter DNA and TBP and Resulting OC Model

(A) The densities of the antenna dye attachment points at NT-DNA(�18) (dark red), NT-DNA(�23) (yellow), NT-DNA(�30) (light blue), and TBP-C128 (dark

magenta) within the OC, revealed by NPS, are shown as credible volumes contoured at 68% probability. The CC model (Kostrewa et al., 2009) is also shown

(NT-DNA, cyan; T-DNA, blue; TBP, dark magenta; and TFIIB, green) with the TSS represented as a space-filling model. For comparison, the antenna dye

attachment points on the nontemplate upstream DNA and on TBP within the CC model are shown as spheres (marked by arrows in side view) using the same

color coding as for the densities. Top, arrows indicate the movement of the different antenna attachment points on DNA and TBP during the transition from CC

to OC.
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Figure 6. NPS Localization Results of TFIIB

Three-dimensional probability densities of the antenna

dyes TFIIB-(122)ybbR (dark green) and TFIIB-(C-term)

ybbR (light green) revealedbyNPS (68%credible volumes)

are shown together with the OC model of the upstream

DNAandTBPand theB-corecyclin folds in theCCmodel in

the Pol II coordinate system. The meshed volumes repre-

sent the corresponding accessible volumes of the antenna

dyeswithin theCCmodel (samecolor coding).Because the

conformation of neither the ybbR-tag nor the flexible linker

connecting the dye with the ybbR-tag is known, the

antenna dyes are able to access large volumes. For illus-

tration reasons, we modeled the unknown parts of TFIIB in

a possible conformation using coot (Emsley et al., 2010)

and indicated them by a dashed line. Arrows indicate the

rearrangement,which the twoantennasneed toundergo to

match the NPS results. The images were prepared using

Chimera (Pettersen et al., 2004). See Figure S5 for FRET

efficiency histograms used in the NPS analysis.
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modeling its structure within the OC, we did show that the

B-core resides above the cleft and not above the wall, as in

the CC. Our NPS data agree with a model in which the cyclin 2

domain of the B-core remains bound to the TATA-TBP complex

as in the B-core-TATA-TBP crystal structures (Kosa et al., 1997;

Nikolov et al., 1995; Tsai and Sigler, 2000) (Figures 5B and 7). In

contrast, our data and modeling show that the location of the

B-core cyclin 1 domain in the OC does not correspond to that

observed in the crystallized B-core-TATA-TBP complex. This

indicates that the two cyclin domains can move in relation to

one another, consistent with NMR data (Hayashi et al., 1998).

These results underline the key role of TFIIB and its intrinsic flex-

ibility during the initiation-elongation transition and explain the

experimental difficulties in structurally defining the initiation-

elongation transition.

During the revision of our manuscript, a new study was

published (Fishburn and Hahn, 2012) that used biochemical

crosslinking to obtain information about the position of TFIIB

within minimal yeast OCs. This study showed that the B-core

is detached from the wall in the OC, whereas the B-ribbon

and -reader remain bound to Pol II as in the CC, in agreement

with the data and model presented here.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Protein Expression, Purification, and Labeling

Wild-type S. cerevisiae TBP and TFIIB were expressed and purified according

to standard procedures (Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Single-

cysteine mutants of TBP were prepared by site-directed mutagenesis,

removing all natural cysteines and introducing a new cysteine at position

128 (S128C). Purified mutant proteins were labeled with Alexa 647 (see

Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Site-specific labeling of TFIIB was

achieved by the Sfp phosphopantetheinyl transferase-catalyzed ybbR-tag
(B) Model of the OC based on NPS results. The antenna dye attachment points of N

as spheres together with the corresponding NPS densities as semitransparent cr

probability).

(C) Pathway of DNA in the OC model entering the active center cleft. Zoom into th

shown as a space-filling model. The position of the B-linker helix in the CC is ind

All images were prepared using Chimera (Pettersen et al., 2004). See Figures S3
protein labeling technique (Yin et al., 2006) (see Supplemental Experimental

Procedures).

Complex Assembly

Labeled, purifiedOCswere prepared by incubating recombinant TFIIB, nucleic

acid scaffold, recombinant TBP, and purified endogenous S. cerevisiae

Pol II-TFIIF (Chen et al., 2010) in assembly buffer (50 mM HEPES, 40 mM

ammonium sulfate, 10 mM ZnCl2, 5% glycerol, 10 mM DTT) followed by gel

filtration purification. In some experiments, labeled Rpb7-C150 (Andrecka

et al., 2008) was used as a satellite. Labeled Rpb4/7 was then added in 15-

to 20-fold molar excess to Pol II-TFIIF to exchange unlabeled for labeled

Rpb4/7. Subsequently, OC assembly was conducted as described above.

To assemble OCs without TFIIF, we used purified, endogenous 12-subunit

S. cerevisiae Pol II (Supplemental Experimental Procedures).

ECs consisted of 12-subunit Pol II and a nucleic acid scaffold containing

17 nt RNA as described previously (Andrecka et al., 2009).

SmFRET Measurements: Experimental Setup and Data Analysis

SmFRET experiments were performed on a homebuilt prism-based total

internal reflection fluorescence microscope (TRIFM) as described previously

(Andrecka et al., 2008) (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures).

Hidden Markov Model Analysis of Dynamic smFRET Time Traces

Dynamic smFRET time traces were selected and HMM analysis was

performed using custom-written MATLAB (The MathWorks) software. The

software is based on the MATLAB HMM-Toolbox by Kevin Murphy (www.

cs.ubc.ca/�murphyk/Software/HMM/hmm.html) and the used algorithm is

similar to one previously described for HMM analysis of time-binned smFRET

trajectories (McKinney et al., 2006). A two-state hidden Markov process was

assumed and an initial value for the width of states of 0.2 (20% FRET) was

chosen because the Gaussian fits of the experimental FRET efficiency histo-

grams are on average about� 0.2 in width. HMManalysis identified transitions

between the two states in the time-binned smFRET time trajectories, and all

transitions were compiled in a transition density plot (TDP) (initial versus final

FRET efficiency of every transition). The different transition populations in

the TDP were selected, and the cumulative events with a dwell time longer

than a given time (t) were plotted against the time for each population. A single
T(�18) and NT(�23) (side view) and of NT(�30) and TBP-C128 (top) are shown

edible volumes (NT[�18]; NT[�23], 80% probability; NT[�30]; TBP-C128, 68%

e OC model shows structural features important for OC formation. The TSS is

icated.

and S4 for FRET efficiency histograms used in the NPS analysis.
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Figure 7. OC Architecture in the Context of the Initiation-Elongation Transition

CC model (Kostrewa et al., 2009) (left), OC model (middle), and complete EC model (Andrecka et al., 2009; Kettenberger et al., 2004) (right) are shown as

semitransparent surface representations in the side view. Nucleic acids are additionally presented using cartoon representations. Locations of the general factors

TFIIF, -IIH, and -IIE as determined by biochemical probing (Chen et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2000) as well as elongation factor Spt4/5 (Martinez-

Rucobo et al., 2011) are indicated. All images were prepared using Pymol (The PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, Version 1.3, Schrödinger).
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exponential-decay function was fitted to the cumulative distribution and the

rate k of the transition could be extracted from the exponent.

Global NPS Analysis

Satellites were attached via flexible linkers to positions on the template DNA

and on Pol II within OCs. Because the satellite attachment points did not

change compared to their position within the Pol II EC (see Results), the

X-ray structure of the Pol II EC (pdb ID: 1Y1W) (Kettenberger et al., 2004)

was used as a reference frame. Antennas were attached via flexible linkers

to positions on the upstream nontemplate DNA (NT[�18]), the TATA box

(NT[�23], NT[�30]), TBP-C128, or TFIIB ([C-term]ybbR or [122]ybbR). All

attachment points were unknown in the coordinate system of the Pol II EC

and were to be determined therein by application of NPS. However, we

used information about the local macromolecule structure because this

structure is not subject to conformational change when incorporated into an

OC, and we introduced reference frames for the antenna dyes (NT[�18]:

pdb ID 1BNA [Drew et al., 1981], TATA-TBP: pdb ID 1VOL [Nikolov et al.,

1995]). Position priors of the satellite and antenna dyes were computed by

simulating the accessible volumes of the dyes relative to the respective refer-

ence structure using a flexible linker model (Figures 1B, S1, Table S3, and

Supplemental Experimental Procedures). In contrast, because TFIIB is likely

to adopt a conformation in the OC distinct from those in known structures

(Kostrewa et al., 2009; Nikolov et al., 1995), TFIIB antenna priors were only

restricted to a volume not occupied by Pol II in the EC structure (Kettenberger

et al., 2004).

Bayesian parameter estimation was applied using all measured average

FRET efficiencies, determined fluorescence anisotropies and Förster dis-

tances (Supplemental Experimental Procedures) to simultaneously infer posi-

tion and orientation of all fluorophores within the ‘‘laboratory’’ coordinate

system of the Pol II EC. Moreover, the information of all fluorophores linked

to a reference frame were used to also position and orient the reference frame

itself with respect to the Pol II EC coordinate system. As a result, we obtain the

probability density function (PDF) of the position of antennas and satellites.

The NPS software is available at www.uni-ulm.de/nawi/nawi-biophys.html

(Muschielok and Michaelis, 2011).

After NPS analysis, the marginal position PDFs of the antenna dyes and of

the attachment points of the dyes within the docked reference frames relative

to the Pol II EC coordinate system were exported as XPLOR or mrc files with
144 Molecular Cell 46, 136–146, April 27, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.
a resolution of 6-8 Å (see Supplemental Information). The credible volumes

(i.e., the 3-dimensional error bars) of the positions were finally displayed as

isosurfaces in Chimera (Pettersen et al., 2004).

Modeling

The OC model was constructed using the molecular design software Moloc

(Muller et al., 1988) and its stereochemistry was optimized. Small structural

changes within the Pol II structurewere introduced during energy-minimization

of Rpb1 residues Asp268, Lys271, Lys317 and Rpb2 residues Arg430, Gln469,

Lys470.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures,

seven figures, and three tables and can be found with this article online at

doi:10.1016/j.molcel.2012.02.008.
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